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SIMPLE ELECTRIC CIRCUITS

Learning Outcomes
By the end of this chapter, students will: 
 identify Circuit components of EMF source, conductors, load and control. 
 identify Electric schematic symbols. 

An electric circuit is a closed path that electrons can flow through. All electric
circuits have four basic components
 EMF source - Electricity requires EMF. The source can be a battery, a 

photovoltaic panel, or the electric outlet in your room.
 Load - The load refers to the device that consumes the energy (converts it

to another form). Examples are lights (converts electricity to heat and 
light) and electric motors (converts electricity to heat and rotary motion).

 Conductors - Conductors are the pathway that electrons follow through 
the circuit. Examples are wires and copper traces on circuit boards.

 Control - Control is the mechanism that is used to start, stop, and regulate
the electric current. Examples are switches and variable resistors (i.e. 
volume controls).

Drawing Circuits – Pictorial Drawings and Schematic Drawings... . 

A pictorial drawing of a simple circuit is shown below:

Strand TD 13.3 APPLIED DRAWING
Sub - Strand TD13.3.1 Applied Drawing

Content Learning Outcome TD13.3.1.1 Demonstrate basic skills in drawing simple electrical circuit diagrams and floor plans.
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Circuits with Components connected in Series
The following pictorial shows two lights connected in series. Components connected in series means that 
electrons flow through one and then the other, losing some of its energy to each one. In the case of the 
lights, each light will be less bright than if there was only one light in the circuit.

THE END

As the schematic below shows, the electrons flowing through the circuit 
have to pass through the two lights in sequence.

Figure: Circuit Schematic Lights connected in Series

Circuits with Components connected in Parallel
The next pictorial shows two lights connected in parallel. There are separate paths for electrons to flow 
through each light. As a result the lights are full brightness.

The parallel circuit schematic shows the two paths for current flow 
in the circuit.

Figure: Circuit Schematic Lights Connected in Parallel
Figure: Circuit with Lights connected in Parallel

Figure: Circuit with Lights connected in Series


